Non-Energy Beneﬁts Can Tip the Scales
in Favor of an Energy-Eﬃciency Project
Energy-efficiency projects can not only reduce energy bills
but also offer non-energy benefits (NEBs). Sometimes the
energy savings alone can justify the project, but while
NEBs may be hard to quantify, they could help tip the
scales in getting the OK for an energy-efficiency project.

Even the roughest estimate of NEBs is bound to be more
accurate than crediting them with no value at all. And
remember, your calculations involve other estimated values
as well, including future fuel costs, discount rates, and
energy savings.

Where does it all go?

NEBs can add weight to a cost analysis

Energy cost savings
NEBs + energy cost savings
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Energy
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In the typical office, it
costs at least 85 times
as much to pay the
workers as it does to pay
the energy bill. Boosting
productivity by less than
1 percent can be worth
as much as cutting the
energy bill in half.

Salaries and
benefits
85%

Research shows …

Possible NEBs

Daylighting can reduce absenteeism, increase sales, and
create a better learning environment. One study found that
workers with more exposure to sunlight at the office had slept
longer and had better sleep quality and overall health.1

Improved indoor & outdoor environment

Tunable LEDs that vary color temperature can affect a person’s
mood, learning, productivity, and circadian rhythms. They’ve
been shown to improve student performance.2,3

more comfortable
temperatures indoors
■ quieter surroundings
■ better lighting
■

improved air quality
and health
■ less air pollution
■ less light pollution
■

Improved business parameters
increased productivity and sales
better preservation of goods and materials
■ reductions in construction costs and waste
■
■

LEDs emit little infrared, which can lead to longer shelf life of
perishable foods.

Improved property parameters
Deep energy retrofits produce many benefits. At the Universal
Studios–Los Angeles Hilton hotel, LED lighting and controls, new
HVAC fan motors in guest rooms, new chillers, and dynamic tinting
glass led to increased net operating income and property value.4

reduced insurance costs
increased rents and occupancy
■ tenant retention
■
■

Estimating NEB savings

1

Find other estimates or studies with circumstances similar to yours.

2

Look at the cascading effects—if higher morale may result from improved factory lighting, that might lead to lower turnover, less
absenteeism, and faster learning. The benefit could then be quantified in terms of reduced costs for recruiting and training.

3

Work backward from a chosen financial parameter, such as internal rate of return (IRR). Take the estimates for the tangible
benefits and solve for the value of the NEBs required to yield the desired IRR. If it takes $10,000 worth of intangibles for a project to
achieve the desired IRR, and the benefit is higher morale, a decision-maker may conclude that an increase in morale will easily save
$10,000, or that it won’t.
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